Craft Beer & Cider
Blacks IPA (500ml)
There’s a strong burst of honey and pine needle. On tasting,
much of the same fruity pine and peel notes are revived to
great effect. It has a grainy, biscuity finish that has much less
sticky sweetness to it than the aroma suggested.
ABV 5% €5.50
Contains - Barley, Yeast & Hops
Stag Bán Pale Ale (500ml
An easy going beer brewed at lower temperatures to create a
cleaner profile, the malt profile is an uncomplicated design to
give some body to the beer without being heavy.
ABV 4.5% €5.50
Contains - Barley, Yeast & Hops
Stonewell Irish Craft Cider (500ml)
This award winning Irish Craft Cider smells beautiful and
sweet like French Golden Delicious apples. The high content
of eating apples brings a strong golden hue colour to the cider
ABV 5.5% €5.50
Contains: Sulphites
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White Wines

Red Wines

MARQUIS DE PLATA Sauvignon Blanc/Macabeo [Spain]
A delicious dry and crisp wine. Fresh and delicious at any time.
Bottle €22.00 Glass €5.50

MARQUIS DE PLATA Tempranillo/Shiraz/Cabernet [Spain]
Pleasing aromas of mocha and vanilla with a pleasant lingering aftertaste.
Bottle €22.00 Glass €5.50

VALDEMORO Sauvignon Blanc [Chile]

VALDEMORO Merlot [Chile]

Fresh, fruity with vibrant acidity and a delicate finish.
Bottle €24.00 Glass €6.50

The palate is young, fruity, smooth and medium bodied.
Bottle €24.00 Glass €6.50

TERRA FORTE Pinot Grigio [Italy]
Light and elegant with jasmine and honeysuckle flavours.
Bottle €27.00 Glass €7.00
BUTTERFLY RIDGE Riesling/Gewürztraminer [Australia]
Pale straw with green hues. The palate delivers lime, citrus, rose petal and spice with a
clean, medium approachable finish.
Bottle €26.00

MURIEL RIOJA Tempranillo [Spain]
Aromatic explosion of fruit sensations and a very characteristic hint of liquorice is present.
Bottle €27.00 Glass €7.00
EL ESTECO Malbec [Argentina]
Rustic but elegant; a high altitude wine, intense and traditional. An earthy Malbec.
Bottle €26.00 Glass €7.00

VALLE DE RENGO Chardonnay [Chile]

LONG ROW Shiraz [Australia]

Gentle acidity and fruity peach aromas with a very clean ending. A silky textured wine.
Bottle €27.00 Glass €7.00

Giant killer! Flavours of toast, blueberry, kirsch and coffee grounds. More about fruit than oakflavour but both bases are covered. Earthen, grainy tannin makes a play too.
Bottle €28.00

LEOPARD’S LEAP Chenin Blanc [South Africa]
The interesting combination of herbal and fruit aromas underlined by a bold acidity
makes this wine a versatile companion.
Bottle €28.00
HUNKY DORY Sauvignon Blanc [New Zealand]
Carbon zero rated footprint and sustainably farmed. Hunky Dory is a very well made
Sauvignon, bursting with fruit and delicious to drink!!
Bottle €29.00
DOMAINE LAROCHE CHABLIS Chardonnay [France]
Made by the ‘French Winery of the Year 2014’ this wine is fresh and harmonious palate
with flavours of white fruit and has a nice minerally finish.
Bottle €36.00

Rosé
LAROCHE ROSÉ DE LA CHEVALIERE Grenache/Syrah [France]
Delicate fruitiness on the palate, combined with a lively acidity.
Bottle €24.50 Glass €6.00

Champagne
CHAMPAGNE PANNIER BRUT NV Chardonnay, Pinot Noir [France]
Made in one of the most famous wine regions in the world - gorgeous Champagne
Bottle €61.00

Allergen Notice - All wines on list contain Sulphites

LEOPARD’S LEAP Cabernet Sauvignon [South Arica]
Blueberries and mulberries join coffee flavours in order to produce a well-structured,
velvety soft wine.
Bottle €28.00
CHÂTEAU MICHEL CAZEVIEILLE Syrah/Grenache [France]
A bright, deep red colour. The nose is dominated by the intensity of red fruit and enhanced by
spicy and wooded notes that bring complexity to the wine.
Bottle €29.00
FRESCOBALDI CASTIGLIONI CHIANTI Sangiovese/Merlot [Italy]
On the nose, cherry is prevalent followed by strawberry and raspberry with floral sensations of
rose and classic sugared almond. The palate is soft, warm, vinous and pleasantly balanced.
Bottle €34.00

Sparkling Wines
MASOTTINA PROSECCO FRIZZANTE Glera [Italy]
Fruity, with a good intensity and a rich scent of fruit, especially apples, lemons and pineapples.
Bottle €32.00
MASOTTINA ROSÉ PILI FRIZZANTE [Italy]
On the nose there are distinct fruity aromas, while the palate is light-bodied, harmonious, with a
soft aftertaste.
Bottle €32.00
MASOTTINA PROSECCO SPUMANTE Glera [Italy]
Delicate pear aromas, with apple and small floral notes. In the mouth only gently frizzante.
Snipe €12.00
Allergen Notice - All wines on list contain Sulphites

